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IMBALANCE OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF GLOBAL LOGISTICS (2020 – 2023):

CONTAINER CRISIS,

SHARP INCREASE IN FREIGHT RATES,

DISRUPTION OF CARGO TRANSPORTATION SCHEDULES

SLOWDOWN IN GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT DYNAMICS,

DECLINE IN PROSPERITY
STRATEGIC SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS
4IR Technological Advances for Transport & Logistics
Transport & Logistics System in the Far East of Russia

From West to East

2021 data: striking contrast to present reality

![Graph showing data comparison]
Introducing Zero-Carbon Technologies
Smart Ports: Prospects for Creation in the Far East

VLADIVOSTOK SEAPORT – A PRIORITY CANDIDATE
FROM A RUSSIAN STANDPOINT WE OFFER ALIGNMENT OF IDEAS WITH WIN-WIN COOPERATION FORMAT

THERE ARE MANY EURASIAN IDEAS!
HOW TO COMBINE?

EURASIA NETWORK CREATION

NEA NETWORK CREATION

NEW MODEL OF NEA&GTR NETWORK FOR MULTILATERAL COOPERATION
AND THIS MODEL MUST BE CAPABLE TO HARMONIZING IDEAS PROPOSED BY RUSSIA, CHINA, ROK, JAPAN AND OTHER COUNTRIES

Eurasian Transport & Logistic Network

NEA Transport & Logistic Network

GTR Transport & Logistic Network

Main question is how to unite various ideas, benefits, desires and interests?

There are many desires and interests of the different countries and regions in NEA and GTR from a Russian standpoint we offer alignment of ideas with win-win cooperation format.

8
LOGISTIC NETWORK as base for economic community of peace and prosperity

Integrated transport infrastructure and cross-border facilitation study for the Trans-GTR transport corridors and other researches

The next step is necessary

Study on NEA integrated logistic network current state of the transport corridors and ideas for new efficient logistics schemes in NEA

The next step is necessary

To successfully build new effective regional value chains

To usher in the era of the economic community of peace and prosperity in NEA

Was made earlier
Thank you!
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